OPTION 1
SUMMER (Water Elevation 4’)

WINTER (Water Elevation 24’)

The Accordion Deck

Hospitality

30’

30’

23.5’

Mother Lode Playground

20’

24’

6’

6.5’

17’

10.5’

OPTION 1

4’

Low water creates a highly-programmed,
terraced
waterfront open space
WINTER (Water Elevation
24’)

SUMMER (Water Elevation 4’)

K Street Play Fountain

Car-Free K Street Plaza

5’-9”

- 6.5 feet maximum vertical drop (handrail required).
30’

23.5’
17’

20’

Front Street Park

30’

30’

- Bottom terrace accesses water at high + low water.
24’

6’

6.5’

10.5’
4’

OPTION 2

5’-9”

Flex Pop-up Festival Space

SUMMER (Water Elevation 4’)

High water creates a floating plaza

WINTER (Water Elevation 24’)

- 6.5 feet maximum vertical drop (handrail required).
- Bottom terrace accesses water at high + low water.

Multi-use Trail

Outdoor Office

22.5’

18.5’

OPTION 2

Market Hall

Bocce Ball
Movable Chairs
for Eating Lunch

25’

2.5’

24’

20’

4’

SUMMER (Water Elevation 4’)

WINTER (Water Elevation 24’)

Sun Deck

30’

22.5’

18.5’
4’

30’

27.5’

Marina

25’

2.5’

30’

30’

27.5’
- 2.5
feet maximum vertical drop (bypassing handrail requirements).
24’ water periods (what dimension?)
- Maintains a large step down to water level in low

6’

20’

Accordion Deck at low water (Summer)

Amphitheater

A RIVERORIENTED
WATERFRONT

- 2.5 feet maximum vertical drop (bypassing handrail requirements).
- Maintains a large step down to water level in low water periods (what dimension?)

Transient Berthing

Cafe, stepped seating, and furniture
remain elevated when accordion plaza
flattens at high water

Accordion Deck
Outdoor Cafe

A city-scale amenity gives
Sacramento its waterfront

Wetlands

Accordion Deck at high water (Winter)

The Landing orients itself to the west,
to the river, with dynamic and highlyvisible features that make the waterfront
newly engaging and accessible.
A place that embraces its river. This river gave our city
life; proposed waterfront amenities celebrate this story.
⁃⁃The Accordion Deck—generous and dynamic public
terraces that rise, fall, and reveal with the river.
⁃⁃Inviting water-level public paths along the river.
⁃⁃Floating wetlands to serve as a living laboratory to study the river.

A place that feels like our City’s front yard. Front
Street is our doorstep, and the landing a welcoming
public space, open to the diversity of our community.
⁃⁃An open space free of barriers.
⁃⁃A place that is thoughtfully structured
for programming and events.
⁃⁃Comfortable, movable, signature furniture.
⁃⁃Playful destinations for kids and adults.

The Accordion Deck

A place with an arrival that feels easy. Navigation to
and through this district is clarified for all modes of travel.

Variation in water levels at the riverfront has made the Sacramento River hard to reach. The underworld
of piers makes being at water level in the summer feel detached from the city itself. The Accordion
Deck makes an asset of the variation in water levels at the riverfront, folding and unfolding with the
changes in water elevation. At low water in summer, the deck unfurls to reveal terraces programmed
for multiple activities at once, each with views of the other, all in the light of sunset. At high water, it
transitions to a plaza, with other features at play. Highly visible from the Tower Bridge. Mechanical
systems allow for manual positioning of the accordion deck, facilitating flexibility in programming.

⁃⁃Intuitive parking that is effortless and well-distributed.
⁃⁃Generous paths for all modes of transportation.
⁃⁃Inviting entries to greet visitors with open arms.
⁃⁃Clear wayfinding throughout the District.
A place to stay that feels like home. To evolve into
a truly authentic and inviting district, Old Sacramento
must be densified with mixed use retail, drawing people
who call it home, whether its to play or live.

WALK UP!
ROCK CLIMB!
LOW WATER

⁃⁃Redevelopment to attract permanent residents.
⁃⁃Office spaces and makers spaces for creatives and entrepreneurs.
⁃⁃Vibrant, local, farm-to-fork market celebrating the bounty of our region.

A place that is activated with unforgettable
experiences. To celebrate the diversity of our region, we’ve

reimagined this space as the stage to tell our story.

⁃⁃Well lit, providing safe places.
⁃⁃Key architectural features uplit as showcases.
⁃⁃Interpretive signage bringing multiple histories of the
site to life, enriching the storyline of the City.
⁃⁃A year-round events calendar overflowing with
celebrations of place and culture.
⁃⁃Seasonal markets, cultural festivals, food, music.

HIGH WATER

LOW WATER

LOW WATER

VIDEO WALL!

MEET UP!

CLOUD GAZE!

PLAY!
HIGH WATER

HIGH WATER

Dynamic terraces, able to move up and down according to water conditions, are opportunities for
program amenities, from working bar tops and rock walls to lounge chairs and stepped seating

Accordion Deck at low water (Summer)

A FRONT YARD FOR A
NEW, SELF-SUFFICIENT Mixed
use development
supported by new food and retail
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT options and open space amenities

I Street Bridge Entry

Rail Car Food Trucks

The I St Bridge approach decks
are converted into bicycle and
pedestrian amenities forming
strong linkages from the river to
the grid and to West Sacramento

The Old Sac Seat
This seat pre-populates and identifies
the new residential district. Like the
Champs-Elysees, like Bryant Park, Old
Sacramento deserves a seat.

Mother Lode Playground

Riparian Step Downs
Hybrid steps interplanted with
shrubs create a direct access to the
water that can withstand inundation.

Front street sidewalks are expanded to create spillout space for cafes, sidewalk
seating for retail, pop up space, and street furniture. Parking is limited to certain
days and times allows for a balance of event adaptability and daily convenience.

New Mixed Use
Development
Adding life in the form of additional
residents and overnight visitors
to activate the neighborhood in
morning and evening hours

The playground is a real life gold miner’s map made three dimensional, with promising trails leading into steep mountain ranges that are cut by the river
channel. Between peaks, different ages can play with equipment and tools that imagine digging, sifting, wading for gold. A pump at the south end of the
playground can be manually-operated to release water into the river channel that passes through the mountains, activating water wheels as it flows.

Decluttered Embarcadero
Phase 1

Clear out the walls and open up the house. We open up the
riverfront to Capitol Mall and K Streets, improve on street
parking and storefront experiences, and create a landing with
ample space for community programming

Phase 2

We allow the riverfront to engage our grid. We remove barriers
and create an accordion-like public event and activity space
on our waterfront. Here we are able to connect to the river
through our senses and play.

Phase 3

We begin to populate. We redevelop the Tower Bridge Parking
garage as hotel and develop Front and L Street as residential.
We now have our first infusion of permanent and temporary
residents.

Phase 4

We finish strong. In partnership with the state and developers,
we are able to improve the existing state beach, create a town
square and develop a 400 unit mix of hotel and residential
units. We now have people and a place to live, eat and play.

To create a new front yard, rails and
barriers give way to seating, stepped
walkways and open circulation

K Street Plaza Gateway

Hospitality

Materials and furnishings from K Street
Plaza carried East through underpass to
accelerate arrival to the Waterfront District.

Adding life in the form of additional
residents and overnight visitors
to activate the neighborhood in
morning and evening hours

Front Street Pump Car
Alternative transportation linking
storefronts along Front Street,
the Front Street Pump Car is a
fun way to get around the district.

Two rail spurs are aligned within the
Front Street Plaza for locomotive display
or for rail-driven food carts during events.

Improved I Street
bike/ped entry

K Street Plaza
extension

2nd St connection
to railyards

New I Street
pedestrian and
bike access

Improved
Capital
Mall entry

Improved I Street
Bridge entry

Connecting Urban Fabric

Opening Front Doors

New threads connect Old Sacramento back
to the urban fabric, building upon and adding
to the successes of other neighborhoods.

Existing parking
(6000 spots)

Existing parking
(6000 spots)
Optimized, new parking
(700 spots)

The district extends itself to the city through new
gateways that invite entry into the district. Improved
lighting in these areas will enhance safety.

New parking at
Crocker Park
(400 spots)

Off-street parking
(500 spots)

New structured parking
(575 spots)

New parking at
Crocker Park
(400 spots)

Optimized on-street
parallel parking
(200 spots)

A flexible open space, paved with decomposed granite
to evoke the Old West as well as great open spaces
around the world. Furnished along edges with fixed
benches and tables, the central space is left open for
event set up, with movable chairs for everyday use.

Barriers Removed

Generous Event Parking

Ample Visitor Parking

Currently, on-street parking creates visual and physical
barriers within the district. Six thousand parking stalls within
800 feet of Old Sacramento are geared only to visitors/
office and create a barrier to entry and pedestrian activity.

Even discounting parking within the district,
ample structured, street, and lot parking is
available within easy walking distance for events,
small or large, in the evening and on weekends.

Nearly 200 parallel on-street parking spaces remain
adjacent to storefronts, and ample opportunities for
off-street parking exist in and near Old Sacramento.

Off-street residential parking
(878 spots)

Demolitions
Redevelopment of the Tower bridge parking
structure as a hotel open Front Street to
Capitol. Removal of the Depot buildings to clear
front street for programmable open space.

Gold Rush Playground
Mountains carved by a river promising
gold in the distant ranges. Play encourages
digging, wading in the water, climbing, and
exploring, in view of the larger front street
park and adjacent restaurants.

K Street
pedestrian allee

Recreational
corridor from
Capital Mall

Front Street Park

Visible from the underpass, The
Fountain draws visitors down the K
Street allee toward the water. The
Fountain provides water play and
disappears, a seamless plane that
becomes part of the larger open
space when water is turned off.

Provides a study area for UC Davis
researchers to evaluate habitat
value and ecosystem benefits.

Optimizing parking will improve Old Sacramento:
a decrease in on-street parking to accommodate
storefront improvements balanced with an increase of
250 off-street parking spaces distributed in smaller scale
structured parking within the district. An opportunity for
an additional 400 parking spaces remains as part of the
Crocker Park development. The result is parking that is
flexible and responsive to different times of day, while
not intruding upon the human experience.

Rail Car Food Trucks

K Street Play Fountain

Floating Wetlands

A parking and access strategy
that is easy for visitors and
allows residents to feel at home:

Optimized on-street parking
(200 spots)

New structured parking for residents
(450 spots)

New structured parking
(575 spots)

New structured parking for residents
(450 spots)

Convenient Resident Parking

Better-Distributed Parking

Diversity of Parking Options

Nearly 450 additional parking spaces will be geared
toward new mixed-use residential developments.

Well-distributed parking preserves convenience while creating
pedestrian comfort, visibility, and a sense of space. On-street
angled parking is converted into parallel, and off-street parking
is increased by 550 stalls through development structures.

Parking has been increased within the Old Sacramento zone,
while allowing pedestrians to reclaim the neighborhood
through activated boardwalks and added connections.

Marina
Ample dock space allows for
additional overnight or daily visits
from boaters.

Proposed extension
to Rail Yards
I Street/Cap Mall Loop

Separated Bike/Ped Lane

Delta King Relocated

Creates safe, smooth access
to and through the district for
commuters and recreational users.

To clear the waterfront for views
of the water and the create
programmable public open space.

Boat Access

K Street Plaza

Improved boat access along with a new waterside
cafe with live music increases the attractiveness
of the Landing as a boating destination

K Street West of the underpass transformed
into a car free pedestrian allee, with street
trees shading cafe spillout, freestanding tables
and chairs, and a view to the waterfront.

6000 total spaces

Riverside trails

Pedestrian priority
(scheduled car free periods)

Decks and boardwalks

Clarified Visitor Circulation

Enhanced Circulation for Locals

Increased Walkability

Data from Motion Loft and the City of Sacramento suggest
that I Street is the main visitor entry to the district, whether
traveling by rail, Light Rail, or Amtrak on the Capitol Corridor.
Most visitors arriving by car enter off of I-5 and onto I Street
due to the adjacency of the (878 capacity) garage to the
Railroad Museum. For this reason, proposed vehicular and
pedestrian circulation loops easily from I Street to the Capital
Mall—another visitor attraction.

Data shows that Tower Bridge lot and Capital Mall are
busiest during work hours—suggesting that residents, office
workers, and other locals arrive via north/south entries: from
Capitol Mall and from the south on 2nd Street. Proposed
circulation opens circulation north on 2nd Street to a future
connection to the Rail Yards.

K Street west of the underpass is closed to vehicular traffic,
and sidewalk bumpouts along Front Street provide generous
areas for seating and street life. Optimized vehicular access
prioritizes walkability and bicycle experience.

DATA
DRIVEN
DESIGN

Separated bike/pedestrian
recreational corridor

GPS and cell phone data identify where visitors and residents are
coming from within Sacramento and where they go in Old Sacramento,
down to a 30 foot radius. This reveals the district’s most popular venues
and how people move from one spot to next. This helps identify what is
successful, what can be built upon, and what needs improvement.

For optimized parking,
improved circulation,
development density

Intuitive Cycling Routes
Utilizing Strava heatmaps, a more intuitive cyclist circulation
system has been created for trail, grid to West Sacramento,
and from the Delta to the Foothills.

Pedestrian activity throughout the day and week,
not only during short windows on weekends.
Proposed improvements will create a
neighborhood intuitively connected to
our urban fabric, allowing the successes
of Old Sacramento to build upon previous
and future successes of DOCO, R Street,
Broadway, the Railyards and West
Sacramento. More importantly, we have

created opportunities for residential and
hotel development. As an example, we can
now add 500 neighborhood residents to
the already impressive 3,479 daily visitors
during the slowest months, resulting in a
district which sees activity and commerce
all day rather than only the afternoon.

NEW STORIES
FOR VISITORS
AND RESIDENTS

Food-focused programming to create
an everyday eating destination

Existing Weekly Pedestrian Counts Jan-March 2018

Proposed Weekly Pedestrian Counts Jan-March

Roof decks
Residential Open spaces
Private Open space

Hotel
250 Parking stalls
160 Hotel rooms

Residential over Retail
115 Parking stalls
60 Residential units

We partnered with local events planning experts
Unseen Heroes to discuss program concepts
that might be transformative for the district.
The area is ripe for new food venues, markets,
and food-oriented events that will form a
backdrop for new experiences and reframe
Sacramento today: situated in the heart of a
farming region and a food culture, where farmto-fork is possible with minimal food transport.

Residential over Retail
325 Parking stalls
270 Hotel rooms
115 Residential units

Development focused on community: homes
for new residents and visitors to activate
Old Sacramento throughout the day.
Sacramento’s next great neighborhood
will be a place to both play and stay. Key
to this is the addition of permanent and
temporary residents made possible by the
development of new hotels and multifamily
residential homes. Based on census data,
we are able to see that Old Sacramento has
a current population of 74 residents. That is
74 residents for over 1 million square feet
of building space within Old Sacramento.
That’s .000074 residents per million square
feet. Assuming that 1 resident supports 10
square feet of retail, the current population
can only support 740 square feet of retail.
This knowledge paired with Motion
Loft’s pedestrian counts show that Old
Sacramento’s commerce relies strictly upon
pedestrian activity between the hours of
11a-5p. We have identified three separate
sites which provide the opportunity to add
to the permanent resident population and
increase overnight stays by visitors.
Redeveloping the existing Tower Bridge
parking structure provides us the opportunity
to create greater density, while allowing for

Old Sacramento to once again open up on to
Capitol Mall. Redevelopment of this site as a
hotel will still net roughly 250 parking stalls
and provides opportunity for an additional
160 hotel rooms.
Developing the existing surface parking
lot at Front and L streets provides the
first opportunity to add residential units.
Developing this site as residential can retain
the existing parking, support neighborhood
retail at the ground floor and add up to 60
additional residential units.
The biggest opportunity to increase
the permanent and temporary resident
population is development of the State Parks
green on Front Street, located between I and
J streets. This site, if developed as Type I
podium, can support a number of structures
above. Ranging from residential to hotel.
At this site alone we have the opportunity
to provide at least 325 parking spaces,
neighborhood retail at the ground floor, and
a mix of hotel and residential above. Here
we can create an additional 275 hotel rooms
and 115 residential units.

With Unseen Heroes’ help, a plan and a calendar full
of exciting new experiences for The Landing was
developed. The waterfront becomes a welcoming public
space with food venues, markets, and events that form
the foundation of a redefined waterfront experience. A
vibrant calendar overflows with celebrations of place
and culture, with seasonal markets, cultural festivals and
food—beer, coffee, wine—music events, and events built
for people of all ages forging unforgettable memories.

New places and ways to eat
will give locals a reason to
make a regular stop, enrich
visitor experience, and sustain
new residents of the district.

A diverse, year-round events calendar

Accordion deck programming

Accordion Deck summer concert series showing floating stage

